
ASTM INTERNATIONAL  
Helping our world work better

Your Content + Our Services =  
New Opportunities

Integrated technology services, from collaboration and document development tools  
to content subscription offerings, plus expert technical and media support.   

Stay in control of your proprietary data and reduce reliance on third-party distributors.

360°
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PROVIDER
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Collaborate with ASTM SpecBuilder
Simplify internal document development with 
our collaboration tool ASTM SpecBuilder. Based 
on the same intelligent standards development 
interface used by 30,000+ ASTM members,  
creating and publishing your content has   
never been easier. Develop any document   
within one single platform. Invite  
stakeholders, upload ballots, leave  
feedback, and vote – with 24/7   
access for all users.
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Your Content on   

ASTM Compass® 
Expand your global footprint  

and visibility when you feature   
your content in one of the most  
comprehensive online libraries  

of technical information in the  
world. Our 100,000+ Compass  

customers, including academic and  
government users, can subscribe to  
and access your documents without  

ever leaving the platform.
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Create a   

Subscription Platform 
Create your own organizational  

subscription platform based on the  
dynamic ASTM Compass® product.   

Subscribers can view and download   
your content on a portal developed  

by ASTM as a modern way to access  
and work with standards and technical  

documents. Your subscribers will  
benefit from seamless access to  

dynamic documents in PDF  and enjoy optional 
support for HTML formats, plus be able to  

manage, change, and share content  
using powerful tools for version  

comparison and hyperlinking.
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Professional Sales and  Support 

Get full technical and  organizational support for your 
products, from the first  consultation to post-launch  

customer service. Our experienced sales and marketing 
team can expand awareness of your  offerings and 

uncover new revenue streams. And your members and 
customers can also count on live assistance, with your 
own service  representatives only a  phone call away.
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Multimedia Services
Take advantage of a full suite  
of multimedia services to create   
high-level photos and videos  
to promote your products and  
educate stakeholders. Our top-notch   
video and design professionals  
can create any kind of content  
you need - from instructional  
and procedural videos to formal   
interview segments and product   
announcements and advertisements.   
Enjoy access to a full range of photography   
and design services, including 2D/3D   
renderings and animations of your   
technical apparatuses and materials.
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Contact us to get started today!  
sales@astm.org  |  tel +1.877.909.2786 |  go.astm.org/INTS


